
WATER QUALITY MONITORING
SUPPLY OF REMOTE TELEMETRY UNITS

STAKEHOLDERS

Unitywater provides essential water supply 

and sewage treatment services to residents 
and businesses in the Moreton Bay, Sunshine 
Coast and Noosa areas in South- East 
Queensland. The utility supplies more than 
791,000 people with sewage treatment and 
water services and provides 59,077 
megalitres of drinking water each year via 
a network measuring 6,172km in length.

SAFEGroup Automation (SGA)  is a leading 

Australian provider of control system 
engineering services, including electrical 
engineering and design, to business 
system integrations and data analytics.

ATi UK is a leading provider of analytical 

sensor monitoring solutions and data 
analytics for water and gas applications, 
with their water quality monitors trusted in 
the industry to deliver outstanding results.

BUSINESS NEEDS

In February 2021 Unitywater awarded a 
programme of work to SGA to design 

and install 8 multi-parameter water 
quality monitoring systems across their 

network.

Limited by sites with no power and 
communication, Unitywater required a cost-
effective and reliable solution that could provide 
the necessary water quality monitoring at these 
sites.

SGA in turn partnered with Metasphere and ATi 
UK by selecting Metasphere's battery-powered 

Point Orange IoT RTU (data logger) and ATi's 
battery-powered MetriNet Water Quality 
Monitoring system to deliver as a full solution 
to Unitywater.

BACKGROUND

Unitywater has an ambition to transform their water and sewerage network as part 
of their Digital Neighbourhood programme; with smart metering, leak detection 
and Water Quality Monitoring forming a key part of this initiative. Unitywater's 
long term ambition is to have an intelligent data platform where advanced 
analytics can be used to provide data-driven decision making to ultimately benefit 
Unitywater and its customers.
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FIND OUT MORE!

Get in touch to find out
how our solutions can
transform your network.

The Water Quality Monitoring solution for Unitywater collects data at various points in the 
network. Equipment at each monitoring point includes a Point Orange IoT RTU coupled with a 

battery powered MetriNet Water Quality Monitoring system to measure and monitor the following 
parameters within the network: 

• Total, Combined and Free Chlorine

• pH

• ORP

• Conductivity

• Pressure

The MetriNet system has a high level of accuracy and resolution that communicates data to 
Metasphere's data visualisation platform, Palette.

If not using Palette, the Point Orange RTU is also able to send data and alarms to Unitywater's SCADA 
system using the DNP3 protocol. 

Unitywater's Water Quality Team can access Palette remotely to monitor water quality readings, 
together with trending readings over any given time period.

Point Orange is a self-contained unit, with an internal battery pack, IP68 unit enclosure, either 
a 4G (NB-IoT/ CaT-M1) or tri-band 3G modem, with quad band GSM/GPRS fallback, auto-
switching internal and external antenna options, software configurable AI, CI, DI, Modbus and 
SDI-12 communication options (inc. Multidrop), integrated submersion sensor, local diagnostic 
points and intelligent alarm reporting. It communicates with Metasphere’s Master Control System 
and web- based Palette data visualisation platform, DNP3/WITS DNP3 Masters or FTP/S servers.

THE SOLUTION

BENEFITS

The key benefit to Unitywater is a much 

greater understanding of the disinfection 

behaviour of their water reticulation 

network and having real-time visibility of the 

efficiency and effectiveness of the chlorine 

levels in the network.

This enables Unitywater to deliver consistent 

high-quality water to their customers.




